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Enforcement Program

* Current scope and level of NRC
enforcement is not a major policy
issue for industry

- Reactor Oversight Process - as
intended - offers a complimentary
process focused on performance
while retaining emphasis on
traditional enforcement in certain
circumstances
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Revised Enforcement Policy

- NEI has actively participated in the process
leading to the Staffs proposed revisions

- NEI commented extensively on proposed
Supplement 6.0 (Severity Level Examples)

e Reactor Operations, Facility Construction and
Health Physics

- Effort to provide greater clarity of examples
surfaced some issues meriting consideration

- Process was open and informative

* Staff provided useful discussion in response to
comments on discrimination and Inaccurate and
Incomplete Information
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Traditional Enforcement

* Traditional enforcement cases involve allegations
of deliberate misconduct, discrimination and
incomplete and inaccurate information

- Complex facts; more subjective legal standards

- Careful case-by-case evaluation required

Individual actions are "significant actions that
will be closely evaluated and judiciously applied"

- Enforcement Policy, Section 4.0

Implementation of traditional enforcement
continues to require focused agency attention
and ongoing senior management oversight
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Traditional Enforcement Process Issues

Issues of fundamental fairness were identified in
the additional views Judge Farrar (Atomic Safety
and Licensing Board) submitted in the pending
Geisen matter

- Docket No. IA-05-052, December 11, 2009

The questions regarding fairness of process apply
to many traditional enforcement cases

- Is pre-enforcement process sufficient?
- Is immediately effective review process sufficient?
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Alternative Dispute Resolution

* NRC's ADR Program achieves
public policy objectives
- Results in overall increase in licensee

credibility to workforce
- Provides incentives for licensees to

implement improvements beyond
regulatory requirements

- Enhances nuclear safety through more
open communication

- Generally more timely resolution
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4

ADR (cont'd)

Opportunities for improvement
- Availability of more mediators

- Timeliness of review of settlement
agreements and Confirmatory Orders

- Consistency of review of settlement
agreements

- Letter approving settlement to include
statement re closure of matter
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Allegations Program

* Allegations Guidance Memorandum
- Overriding interest is protection of public

health and safety
* RFI process integral to addressing issues that are the

subject of allegations

- Importance of ensuring licensees understand
NRC's expectations for RFI responses

* Pre- and post-submission discussions; adequate time
to conduct internal investigation; sufficient
information is necessary to facilitate thorough review

- Allegation statistics on NRC Website should
be explained more fully

- Closure letters should be clear if further
regulatory action will not betaken
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Ingrid Drake
Investigator, Project On Government Oversight (POGO)
January 2010

Comments on Revised Allegations Guidance

First off, we appreciate the effort to involve us. The NRC's process certainly made us
feel heard.

The revised guidance reflects several of the recommendations we made to the NRC staff
last year. However, the recommendation that we felt most strongly about did not get
implemented. The guidance did not shift NRC referring "as many allegations as possible
to the licensee for action and response," to "as few allegations as possible to the licensee
for action and response."

In explaining its decision to not replace the policy, the staff did not address our argument
that in most cases an alleger comes to the NRC because they want theNRC itself to take
action. An alleger either has already tried to engage the licensee on site, and fears
retaliation if they continue to push the issue, or they are concerned enough to think the
allegations warrant the feds to get involved. This reality is the foundation of our belief
that NRC get more inspection staff and train them rigorously in conducting independent
investigations. For example, we are encouraged by NRC efforts to improve the security
oversight by its resident inspectors.

We hope that the changes made to the Checklist for the NRC Assessment of Licensee
Response to RFIs are improvements to the status quo, improving independent
investigations and accountability.

POGO is also encouraged by the following:

NRC's revision to share the closure letter with the alleger to ensure that they review
the investigation for its completeness.

NRC's changes to encouraging allegers to participate in the process.

= Good improvements to the Allegation Review Board Worksheet.

Publicizing allegation evaluation outcomes with others who may have similar
concerns without jeopardizing the alleger's identity.

NRC's effort to better explain the ADR process to allegers so that they know if they
choose-the ADR path NRC was out of the game.
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Alternate Dispute Resolution

* Feedback from industry on ADR
was generally positive

* Need consistency in the NRC's
acceptability of settlement
agreements
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Allegations Guidance Memo

Process Issue
* Sometimes there are issues with

availability of NRC contact in RFI
letter

Recommendation
* Consider providing two names as

NRC contacts in RFI letter
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Allegations Guidance Memo

Timeliness Issues
" Increased depth and scope of

RFIs
" Faxed copies of RFIs received

after date on RFI/results in
extensions

" RFIs issued near the end of the
year/results in extensions

Recommendation
• Change default to 45 days for RFI

response
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Allegations Guidance Memo

Industry Improvement Opportunity

" Limited information on allegations
not processed as RFI

" Limited information on allegation
trends

Recommendation

* Consider sharing more
information on allegations and
trends to utilities 5
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January 12, 2010

The Honorable Gregory B. Jaczko,
Chairman

The Honorable Dale E. Klein,
Commissioner

The Honorable Kristine L. Svinicki,
Comnmissioner

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11155 Rockville Pike
White Flint, MD 20515

Re: The NRC's Enforcement and Allegations Program

Dear Commissioners:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide my views on the important issues you are
considering next week regarding the NRC's Enforcement and Allegations Program.
Unfortunately, I will not be able to attend the briefing as my presence is required before
the United States 6 "h Circuit Court of Appeals on the same day and time. In my absence,
I am providing several observations for your consideration as you prepare for the meeting
next week.

As a preliminary matter, I would like to acknowledge the consistent hard work under-
taken by the NRC Allegations Staff as they continue to work with the many concerned
employees throughout the industries that are regulated by the Agency. After a career of
representing employees in connection with their various concerns, I know that it is a hard
and often thankless job to be the recipient of an employee's concerns, frustrations, fears
and anxieties. I also know that the NRC Allegations Staff is extremely committed to
ensuring that the process works to protect the public health and safety, as well as to
provide a safe avenue for concerned employees.

The latest revision of the Allegation Guidance Memorandum (AGM) 2008-001 Revision
I is a reflection of the hard work and thoughtfulness that has gone into improving the
NRC's Allegation Management program. It is an amazing advancement from the 1980s
when employee concerns were provided to licensees without any protection for the
concerned employees or expectations of what the licensees would do with the concerns.
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TFhe history of allegation management has changed drastically: from 1982 when an
employee at the abandoned Zimmer nuclear plant was summarily terminated for
reporting a quality control breakdown, and was subsequently ignored by the NRC until
there was public intervention; or 1984 when a resident inspector at Comanche Peak
turned over to plant management the names of those employees who had notified him of
their concerns. At that time, there was - literally - no guidance for NRC inspectors or
managers on how to address employee concerns, Now there is an entire department,
program manual, and Staff dedicated to responding to the hundreds of employees who
raise concerns about safety, compliance, and wrongdoing. The NRC should be proud of
its work in this area.

Allegation Guidance Memorandum

After reviewing the proposed Manual, its various attachments, and program
requirements, 1 am concerned that the pendulum may have swung too far away fiom
direct interaction with the concerned employees at all stages of the process and that the
AGM continues to "silo" information that is necessary to ensure a full realization of the
significance of the employee concerns that are received, The danger of this weakness is
that the NRC will be unable to recognize and identify those concerns, and the information
gathered during the review process, that should be at the heart of vigilant regulation. The
NRC needs insight from the employees to understand the various anomalies that occur in
any program or process. As written, the proposed AGM is simply too bureaucratic and
contains too many constraints that inhibit the free flow of information between the Staff
and concerned employees. The underlying premise and expectation of the program
should be to encourage the free flow of information while protecting the identities of
those employees who fear retaliation. This will enable the Staff to develop reliable
sources of information upon which the entire NRC Staff can rely, with confidence, for
insight into the state of a licensee's operations. The AGM needs additional work to
ensure that it achieves that objective.

1. Employee Involvement During the Allegation Review Process

I am concerned that the program may have become overly prescriptive and has the
potential for missing the importance of establishing, and maintaining, a healthy and
continuous relationship with the concerned employee. The proposed AGM sets out a
very prescribed approach for contact with the concerned employees. It does not propose
or really even contemplate an iterative relationship with the employee in order to ensure
that the concerns are fully understood, and then reviewed, assessed, inspected,
investigated, and resolved by the Agency. I am afraid that the process will, as a result,
suffer friom the failure of the NRC Staff to interface with the employees about their
concerns throughout the entire allegation process. As currently written, the process
provides substantial interface between the NRC Staff and the licensees, but no
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Countervailing communications with the concerned employees. The failure to have that
interface will deny the NRC Staff significant information necessary to fully understand
and evaluate allegations of concern.

The proposed AGM seems to miss the point, well known to all who work with employee
concerns, that in most cases it is not possible, in an initial interface, to fully understand an
employee's concerns in sufficient detail to fully pursue the issue. As written, the contact
with the concerned employee does not include interfaces to ensure a full understanding of
the context of the concern, or any review or feedback on the initial information provided
by the licensee in order to evaluate it. The lack of interface between employees and the
NRC during an inspection/investigation, and waiting until the final NRC decisions are
made to obtain employee feedback, is a serious flaw in the proposed AGM. The Staff
justifies its interface with the licensee by explaining that the licensee has the duty to
ensure compliance and safety, and that the process of reviewing the allegations will
provide the licensee insights into its own work environment issues, but the same applies
to the concerned employees.

The employees are the "eyes and ears" of the public, and a significant backbone to the
regulatory scheme upon which the NRC relies. I strongly urge the Staff to insert more
dialogue with the concerned employees throughout the Allegation Management process
from beginning to end .... to ensure thorough understanding of the issues, reaction and
responses of the concerned employee to the initial reviews conducted by the NRC and/or
the licensee, an identification of those areas that the employee does not believe have been
adequately addressed and an understanding of that disagreement, and a final opportunity
for the employee to express any disagreements with the tentative conclusion of the
allegation review before being presented to the ARB for final approval. Under the
proposed AGM the employee would not be notified until AFTER the final decision is
made, providing no meaningful opportunity for the employee to ensure that the review
was thorough, complete, and actually addressed the issue of concern to the employee.

(See, specifically, the section on Contacting Allegers on page 4, which provides "that the
NRC provides the alleger with its conclusions on concerns after it has completed its
evaluation to provide an opportunity for alleger assessment and feedback." Emphasis
added. See, also, the lack of interface expectations with the concerned employee in the'
RF1 process, pages 7-8.)

2. The Use of Caller ID

I generally agree with the changes as proposed regarding advising concerned employees
that the phone has Caller ID, but suggest that the conversation include a discussion with
the employee on whether the caller ID is a legitimate, and safe, contact number in case of
the need for an emergency contact. That discussion should include a robust, and creative,
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dialogue on methods for contacting even the anonymous employee, Such a discussion
cannot be committed to paper in this AGM document, and needs to be goal directed, as
opposed to following a specific script.

3. Protecting Identity of the Concerned Employees

Those employees who contact the NRC generally have an expectation that their identities
will be protected, and that contacting the NRC to provide information or cooperate with
investigations or inspections will not result in the loss of their career. The AGM does a
good job of ensuring that identities are protected both within the Agency and from the
licensee. My concern is that the AGM does not address the importance of sharing
information within the Staff that may be necessary to ensure a full understanding of the
potential safety, regulatory and compliance challenges that face the licensee. The Staff
needs to riethink the information sharing expectations that the AGM contemplates and
improve that portion of the AGM to ensure that resident or NRR inspectors have access
to the information provided in a more timely and useful way than is addressed in the
AGM.

As described in more detail below, while protecting confidentiality is critical, as written
the AGM does not provide adequate guidance to ensure that information sharing is not
inhibited by the process.

4. Resident and Non-resident Inspector Knowledge of Allegation Activity

Our country has again, just recently, learned the dangers of isolating important pieces of
information regarding health, safety and security risks. Within the NRC's more recent
history, the Davis-Besse debacle could have likely been avoided had the NRC shared
pieces of information that it had to "connect the dots." One of those pieces of
information was the now infamous "red photo" that had been provided to the NRC
resident inspector by an employee at Davis-Besse who was concerned about the boric
acid streaming from the RPV weep holes. According to testimony of the NRC resident
inspector, who did not recall receiving the photo, it would not have been his job to do
anything about such employee provided information if the employee did not want to
make a formal employee allegation.

I do not see that the AGM's section on sharing information across the Agency addresses
this problem. In fact, with the benefit of hindsight in both the Peach Bottom and Davis-
Besse cases, I do not think the AGM provides sufficient clarity or accountability for
ensuring that there is an obligation by all NRC inspection/investigation staff to "connect
the (lots" regarding employee concerns. There is no single point of accountability to
ensure that all employee concerns, and relevant information from concerned employees
that is shared with the NRC, are factored into the evaluation of the licensee's operations.
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ADR

The Commission is also considering the role of the Alternative Dispute Resolution
(ADR) process as it applies to employee concerns of discrimination. My own experience
with the process leads me to make two recommendations:

First, I believe that the process of mediating discrimination complaints still is confusing
to employees and the public, leading some to believe that the process is set up to "settle"
safety concerns. I believe that the Staff, and those involved in the ADR process, need to
do a better job of interacting with participating employees to ensure a complete
understanding of how their safety-related concerns are going to be addressed, and their
entitlement to be involved in that process.

Second, I do not believe that the process currently has enough guidance to the Staff to
ensure that information from an employee's own experience is fully considered in
connection with evaluation of other issues and Safety Conscious Work Environment
(SCWE) implications of those concerns, Potential "bad actors" generally engage in more
than one case of unacceptable behavior and, as currently implemented, such examples are
sheltered firom Staff consideration of wider concerns by the ADR process. That should
not be the case. Just as specific safety allegations are considered separate from the ADR
process, so should the insights and experience of a particular employee become part of
the wider picture on licensee performance. There is nothing that would prevent this
consideration by the ADR process, but the guidance should be more explicit on the use of
information gained by a particular case.

It is my recommendation that there be much more dialogue between the employee using
ADR and the Staff on the issues of concern to the employee, and a feedback loop inserted
on the substantive issues raised by the concerned employee.

Thank you very much for your consideration of my views as you review the proposed
AGM. I look forward to other opportunities to discuss these important matters with the
Staff.

Sincerely,

Billie Pirner Garde
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Agenda
* Opening Remarks - Bill Borchardt, Executive

Director for Operations

" Briefing overview - Roy Zimmerman,
Director, Office of Enforcement

" Enhancements to Allegation Program -

Lisamarie Jarriel, Agency Allegation Advisor

* Status of ADR - Shahram Ghasemian, Senior
Enforcement Advisor

" Proposed revisions to Enforcement Policy -

Doug Starkey, Senior Enforcement Specialist
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Enhancements to Allegation
Program

* March 2007 Peach Bottom
Allegation
- Security officers sleeping on duty

- Alleger requested no further contact
- Licensee evaluation per NRC

request; not substantiated

NRC independent evaluation; not
substantiated
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Enhancements to Allegation
Program

* September 2007 Video Evidence
- White finding; Civil Penalty
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Lessons Learned
* Event Reviews/Recommendations

- Staff reviews
-Management review
- Inspector General review

* Commission Approved

* Interim Guidance Issued

" Public Workshop
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Lessons Learned

* Encourage Continued Alleger
Involvement

* Provide Sufficient Detail to
Licensee, if appropriate
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Lessons Learned

* Inform Inspection Scope with
Allegation Information

0 Conduct Thorough LicenseeEvaluation and NRC Assessment
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Significant Enhancements

* Reaffirmed Policy of Engaging
Licensees in Allegation Process

- For overriding safety issues and
whenever possible and appropriate

* Considering inhibiting conditions

- NRC Verification/Validation

- Contributes to safe operation and
understanding of safety culture
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Significant Enhancements

* Allegation Terminology
-"Referral" vs. "Request for

Information"

* Inform Inspectors of Open
Allegations

Resident Inspectors informed of all
open allegations; other inspectors
informed, as appropriate
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Significant Enhancements
* Communicating with the Alleger

-Contact each alleger, even when no
contact requested

* Inform allegers of Caller ID
* Encourage more dialogue

-Clearly document NRC's verification
of licensee evaluation and NRC's
conclusions
Conduct senior management review
of alleger concerns after closure
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Significant Enhancements

• Communicating with the Licensee
- To ensure understanding of:

Scope of concerns; staff expectations
for follow-up; licensee's evaluation plans

- Licensee document basis for
evaluation scope/conclusions

- NRC inform licensees of any
identified response inadequacies
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Significant Enhancements

* Communicating with the Public
Consider more public discussion of
allegation-related information

" Announcing inspections

* Publishing results

Consider alleger's position/protect
identity

Clearly indicate reason for public
dissemination
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Significant Enhancements

* NRC Process Tools
- Request of Information Worksheet

* Considers inhibiting conditions;
allegation trends; inspection history

- Evaluation Checklist
* Includes guidance for independent

verification/validation
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Next Steps

* Plan to issue final guidance by
February 1, 2010

* Guidance will be incorporated
into MD 8.8 and Manual

* Staff will seek Commission
review and approval of the MD
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ADR Program - Background

* In 2001, the NRC publically
Iannounced its intent to evaluate

the use of ADR in- its enforcement
program

* Significant public and internal
stakeholder involvement re:
whether to establish an ADR
program
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ADR Program - Background

* In 2003, the Commission
approved the development of the
pilot ADR program

• Significant public and internal
stakeholder involvement in the
formulation of the pilot ADR
program
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ADR Program - Background

In 2004, the NRC established the
pilot ADR program; comprised of
two entirely different parts

Early ADR (including Licensee Sponsored
ADR)
Post-Investigation ADR

* Participation is voluntary
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ADR Program

* Early ADR
- Minimizes potential SCWE issues
caused by the dispute-

- More timely resolution of the dispute
- Less resource intensive

* Post-Investigation ADR
- Broader or more comprehensive

corrective actions
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ADR Cases Opened

Early ADR
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Early ADR Use Trend
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Early ADR Timeliness
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Post-Investigation ADR
Use Trend
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Post-Investigation ADR

Timeliness
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CY 2010 ADR Program
Initiatives

* Enhance public and internal
websites

* Enhance program controls

" Focus on improving timeliness
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Proposed Enforcement
Policy Revision Purpose

* To add new guidance based on
changes in regulations

* To add guidance on issues not
directly addressed in current
Policy
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Proposed Enforcement
Policy Revision Purpose

* To clarify the use of terms

* To remove/update outdated
guidance
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Public Involvement' in
Enforcement Policy Revision

* Staff solicited public comments
via Federal Register Notices

* Public meetings held by two
program offices
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Public Involvement in
Enforcement Policy Revision

* Staff to provide another public
comment period 18 months after
effective date of revised Policy
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Significant Changes to
Enforcement Policy

• Increases the number of activity
areas containing violation
examples

* Adds base civil penalty for
Uranium Enrichment Facilities
and High Level Waste Repository
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Significant Changes to
Enforcement Policy

* Increases base civil penalty for
Uranium Conversion Facilities
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Usability Improvements to
Enforcement Policy

* Usability improves by:
Reorganizing and reformatting entire
document

-Enhancing the Table of Contents

-Adding a Glossary
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Table of Acronyms

ADR- Alternative Dispute
Resolution

AM' Agreement to Mediate
CO - Confirmatory Order
CY - Calendar Year
MD - Management Directive
SCWE - Safety Conscious Work

Environment
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